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How to install ubuntu 8.04

Ubuntu installtion

it’s very easy

This topic is from howtoforge site

All photos are from how to forge site 

1 Install Media

The install media is available at 

2 Installation

First choose your language and hit “Enter”.

Select “Install Ubuntu” and hit “Enter”.
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This topic is from howtoforge site

All photos are from how to forge site 

The install media is available at http://www.ubuntu.com/getubuntu/download

First choose your language and hit “Enter”.

Select “Install Ubuntu” and hit “Enter”.
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http://www.ubuntu.com/getubuntu/download.
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The installer is being booted.

This is the install wizard which will guide you through the installation. Choose your 
language and click on “Forward”.
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being booted.

This is the install wizard which will guide you through the installation. Choose your 
language and click on “Forward”.
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This is the install wizard which will guide you through the installation. Choose your 
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Select the timezone nearest to your location and proceed.

Select your keyboard layout and proceed.

Ubuntu Support 
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Select the timezone nearest to your location and proceed.

Select your keyboard layout and proceed.
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Select how you want to partition the disk and proceed.

If you chose the manual partition in the window before, you’ll see this window. Here 
you can create, modify or delete partitions and mount points.
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want to partition the disk and proceed.

If you chose the manual partition in the window before, you’ll see this window. Here 
you can create, modify or delete partitions and mount points.
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If you chose the manual partition in the window before, you’ll see this window. Here 
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Enter the required data for your first account and the name for y
corresponding fields.
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Enter the required data for your first account and the name for your computer into the 
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our computer into the 
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This window contains the summary of your choices. If you want to change the device 
for the boot loader installation click on “Advanced” and change it to your needs. 
Click on “Install” if you agree to your choic

The system is being installed.

Ubuntu Support 
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This window contains the summary of your choices. If you want to change the device 
for the boot loader installation click on “Advanced” and change it to your needs. 
Click on “Install” if you agree to your choices.

The system is being installed.
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This window contains the summary of your choices. If you want to change the device 
for the boot loader installation click on “Advanced” and change it to your needs. 
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The installation is complete -
reboot into your new system.
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- remove the install media and click on “Restart now” to 
reboot into your new system.
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remove the install media and click on “Restart now” to 
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The system is starting. If you want to start another kernel, edit the start parameters or 
run a memory test, hit “Esc”. Otherwise wait a few seconds to start with the default 
settings.

The system is being booted.

Afterwards the login-screen appears. There are some options available in the bottom 
left corner. Log in with the username and password that
wizard.
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The system is starting. If you want to start another kernel, edit the start parameters or 
ry test, hit “Esc”. Otherwise wait a few seconds to start with the default 

screen appears. There are some options available in the bottom 
left corner. Log in with the username and password that you chose in the install 
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The system is starting. If you want to start another kernel, edit the start parameters or 
ry test, hit “Esc”. Otherwise wait a few seconds to start with the default 

screen appears. There are some options available in the bottom 
you chose in the install 
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Welcome to your desktop:

that’s all very easy to install isn’t it
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that’s all very easy to install isn’t it
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Install Ubuntu 8.04 from

Really very easy to install ubuntu from windows it takes from u 3 or 4 steps and 
about 10-15 and u will have Ubuntu

This Topic Is From ZDNET site And Some From Me 

Ubuntu 8.04 “Hardy Heron” beta has made Linux adoption much easier by making it 
easy for Windows users to install Ubuntu onto their PCs without affecting their 
Windows installation.

Two new features added to Ubuntu 8.04 are 
have significantly lowered the first rung onto the Linux ladder by making it a snap to 
install Ubuntu 8.04 onto a Windows system.

 A Windows PC
 At least 4GB of free space
 Ubuntu 8.04 on CD or an ISO mounted in Windows

Here’s how to install Ubuntu 8.04 alongside Windows.

First, pop the CD into the drive (or mount the .ISO file).

If you have autoplay enabled then the 
go to the root of the CD and run 

 Demo and full install
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Install Ubuntu 8.04 from windows

Really very easy to install ubuntu from windows it takes from u 3 or 4 steps and 
15 and u will have Ubuntu

This Topic Is From ZDNET site And Some From Me 

Ubuntu 8.04 “Hardy Heron” beta has made Linux adoption much easier by making it 
easy for Windows users to install Ubuntu onto their PCs without affecting their 

Ubuntu 8.04 are umenu and Wubi and these additions 
have significantly lowered the first rung onto the Linux ladder by making it a snap to 
install Ubuntu 8.04 onto a Windows system. All you need is:

At least 4GB of free space
or an ISO mounted in Windows

Here’s how to install Ubuntu 8.04 alongside Windows.

First, pop the CD into the drive (or mount the .ISO file).

If you have autoplay enabled then the umenu loader is fired up automatically (if not, 
run umenu.exe). This presents you with three options
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Really very easy to install ubuntu from windows it takes from u 3 or 4 steps and 

Ubuntu 8.04 “Hardy Heron” beta has made Linux adoption much easier by making it 
easy for Windows users to install Ubuntu onto their PCs without affecting their 

and these additions 
have significantly lowered the first rung onto the Linux ladder by making it a snap to 

loader is fired up automatically (if not, 
This presents you with three options
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 Install inside Windows
 Learn more

Clicking on Install inside Windows

The Wubi installer is as simple as it can be.

Choose an installation drive with enough free space, how much space you want to 
devote to the Ubuntu install, the language and finally a username and password for 
the account and then all that’s left to do is click 
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Install inside Windows launches the Wubi installer.

The Wubi installer is as simple as it can be.

Choose an installation drive with enough free space, how much space you want to 
devote to the Ubuntu install, the language and finally a username and password for 
the account and then all that’s left to do is click Install and you’re done.
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Choose an installation drive with enough free space, how much space you want to 
devote to the Ubuntu install, the language and finally a username and password for 
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Now it’s just a case of rebooting the system.
Vista and Ubuntu as options.
Ubuntu, boot into the OS and try out the OS knowing that their Windows install is 
safe. This offers a great opportunity for testing hardware compatibility.

Ubuntu Support 
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t a case of rebooting the system. The Windows Boot Manager now offers 
Vista and Ubuntu as options. Those wanting t dabble with Linux can now choose 
Ubuntu, boot into the OS and try out the OS knowing that their Windows install is 

at opportunity for testing hardware compatibility.
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The Windows Boot Manager now offers 
Those wanting t dabble with Linux can now choose 

Ubuntu, boot into the OS and try out the OS knowing that their Windows install is 
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After u choose ubuntu from the boot the installation will begain it take about 10 
mintues

After the installation complete u will have ubuntu
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After u choose ubuntu from the boot the installation will begain it take about 10 

After the installation complete u will have ubuntu
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After u choose ubuntu from the boot the installation will begain it take about 10 
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U see it’s very easy to install 

If you decide to remove Ubuntu from your system, boot into Windows , go to add/ 
remove Programs and uninstall WUBI. The uninstaller will also remove the Ubuntu 
option from the boot loader

That's all I think it's very easy to install and use 

For more Support For Ubuntu 

Visit us 

www.arabicubunusupport.wordpress.com
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U see it’s very easy to install 

Ubuntu from your system, boot into Windows , go to add/ 
remove Programs and uninstall WUBI. The uninstaller will also remove the Ubuntu 

That's all I think it's very easy to install and use 

For more Support For Ubuntu 

www.arabicubunusupport.wordpress.com
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Ubuntu from your system, boot into Windows , go to add/ 
remove Programs and uninstall WUBI. The uninstaller will also remove the Ubuntu 

That's all I think it's very easy to install and use 


